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I. ATO-ACTION DATASET
ATO-Action is a video dataset capturing (usually) a single
human subject near the center of the frame at various distances
and from various angles. The subject performs aircraft handling signals including forward, back, left, right, stop, wave
off, and land. For the purposes of this experiment (and for
consistency with our experiments using the Okutama-Action
dataset [1]), these ATO-Action classes are treated as a single
class, pedestrian.
At 11,963 images and 12,957 pedestrian objects, ATOAction has far fewer images (22%) and objects (4%) than does
the Okutama-Action dataset. While the size of the datasets
differs dramatically—especially in the number of objects—we
use the same split ratios as in the Okutama-Action experiments
and again divide the ground truth training set into validation,
training, and unlabeled subsets. The size of each subset for
each split ratio is shown in Figure 1, and Figure 2 depicts
three ATO-Action exemplars.
II. E XPERIMENTS
Section IV-B of the main text describes our full methodology; we summarize that methodology and highlight experimental differences here.
As with the Okutama-Action experiments, we perform fivefold cross-validation on each split ratio. For each crossvalidation iteration, we train a robust model on a small training
dataset. Following our proposed method, we then create a new
inferenced dataset from the unlabeled data using the robust
model. The inferenced datasets are then used to train both
of our lightweight models, and we compare the accuracy of
these models with models trained on both the full ground-truth
dataset and the small hand-labeled dataset.
We train our robust models with most of the same hyperparameters as described in Section V of the main text.
However, we reduce the number of training iterations from
100,000 to 50,000 for Faster R-CNN [2] with NASNet [3],
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Fig. 1. Split ratios used in our experiments. We perform five-fold crossvalidation on each dataset and split ratio. The relative sizes of ground-truth
training dataset and inferenced dataset range from 0.625% to 20%, with
absolute sizes as indicated.

as this model converges more quickly with the ATO-Action
dataset. Likewise, we train our lightweight models as described
in Section V of the main text, but we again reduce the number
of training iterations for SSD [4] with MobileNetV2 [5] from
100,000 to 50,000, as this model also converges more quickly
for ATO-Action.
III. R ESULTS
Figure 3 depicts the robust network training results. Here,
the robust models train to acceptable levels of accuracy much
more quickly and with less data than do the same models when
trained on the Okutama-Action dataset. Recall that while a
particular image may be considered correctly inferenced, this
result guarantees only that each object in a frame is labeled
with an intersection over union with the corresponding ground
truth label of greater than 0.5 (as described in Section IV-B of
the main text). Additional human expert labeled examples will
likely lead to higher quality correctly inferenced examples and
may further improve performance as the number of correctly
inferenced examples starts to plateau—for example, at the
larger split ratios of this experiment. (Though we do not

Fig. 2. Dataset exemplars. ATO-Action is an video dataset that tracks human subject (or pedestrian class) locations and actions from an aerial view. The
training set consists of 11,963 images with (typically) a single person visible in each frame. In our context, we discard the action labels provided by this
dataset and utilize only the objects’ localizations instead.
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(c) Faster R-CNN with NASNet and SSD with Inception-v2
Fig. 3. Inferenced dataset image distributions. We train five robust models
per split ratio. Each image of the inferenced dataset is considered correctly
inferenced or erroneous. Erroneous images are handled in various ways,
including ignoring, discarding, and replacing.

explicitly test this hypothesis, results with the lightweight
models, which continue to improve after the combined correctly inferenced and human expert labeled example count
plateaus, lend weight to its validity.)
As can be seen in Figure 4, both lightweight models show
better performance improvement compared to the corresponding experiments with Okutama-Action—particularly at the
smallest split ratios. Moreover, nearly every model using our
proposed method sees improvement over the corresponding
base model, which is in contrast to results with the OkutamaAction experiments. These results indicate that our proposed
methods are better suited to the ATO-Action dataset across a
wider range of split ratios.
We see nearly identical results compared to the OkutamaAction experiments in the Human Expert Time Only, Ignore
(Table I(a), Row 1 and 2) curation speedup factors, with only
slight differences in initial labeling and discarding time. In
contrast, the results of Human Expert Time Only, Replace
(Table I(a), Row 3) speedup factors are much better than
those in the corresponding Okutama-Action experiments—this
result is due to the significantly smaller number of erroneously
labeled images that must be replaced by a human expert.
Finally, the speedup factors that include computer time
(Table I(a) and (b)) are dramatically worse than the OkutamaAction experiment results; in this case, computer time domi-
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TABLE I
Dataset Curation Speedup Factors

nates the total time necessary to execute our proposed method.
Specifically, the time it takes to train a robust model, create
the inferenced dataset, and finally train a lightweight model
far outweighs the human time of creating the human expert
labeled subset and fixing the inferenced dataset (via ignoring,
discarding, or replacing). If computer time is valued equally to
human expert time, dataset size becomes an important factor
to consider when deciding whether or not to employ to our
proposed method.
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